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From the Ground to the Sky:
The Continuing Conflict Between
Private Property Rights
and Free Speech Rights
on the Shopping Center Front
Seventeen Years After Pruneyard
INTRODUCTION

Ab orco usque ad coelum' was a basic tenet of property law for
centuries. Although this notion has long been defunct,2 it still serves as a
metaphor for how far property rights extend affecting not only the ground
but the sky as well.3 Property rights obviously affect the ground because
that is an aspect of what one can own.4 In addition, property affects the
sky, or at least our universe of rights and economic paradigms.5
Property rights are at the foundation of our society. "No one can
doubt, that the convention for the distinction of property and of the stability
of possession, is of all circumstances the most necessary to the establishment
of human society .... "6 During the creation of American government and
society, the Founders were heavily influenced by the works of John Locke
who saw property rights existing under natural law before the creation of
any political authority.7 In fact, Locke fused the concept of property rights
with liberty.8 Though Locke's view of property has been modified

1. "From the center of the earth to the heavens." See Pennsylvania Coal Co. v.
Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 419 (1922) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
2. See United States v. Causby, 328 U.S. 256, 261 (1946).
3. See generally JAMES W. ELY, JR., THE GUARDIAN OF EvERY OTHER RIGHT: A
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF PROPERTY RIGHTS (1992).
4. JEREMY WALDRON, THE RIGHT To PRIVATE PROPERTY 33-36 (1988).
5. Id.; see also ELY, supra note 3; LAWRENCE C. BECKER, PROPERTY RIGHTS:
PHIIoSOPic FOUNDATIONS 7 (1977).
6. DAvD HUME, TREATISE OF HUMAN NATURE 491 (L. Selby-Bigge ed., 2d ed.
Claredon Press 1978) (London 1739).
7. See ELY, supra note 3, at 17.
8. JOHN LOCKE, SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT, in Two TREATISES OF
GovERNMENT 285, 380 (Peter Laslett ed., Cambridge Univ. Press 1967) (1690).
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throughout the years, it still serves as one of the cornerstones of our
society. 9
Property rights also touch our society's economic paradigm and thus
serves as an economic cornerstone. The United States accepted the
European notion that land was the principle source of wealth and status by
the adoption of English common law.1° In fact, the "acquisition and
cultivation of land was the raison d'etre for the colonies."" Even the great
Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations is predicated on the concept of property
rights to satisfy one's self-interest.1 Since the United States is based upon
a capitalist theory, one can conclude that property rights are essential for the
economy to function.1
The essential and fundamental nature of property rights creates difficulty
when they compete with equally fundamental rights such as free speech. Free
speech serves "as a method of assuring individual self-fulfillment, as a means
of attaining the truth, as a method of securing participation by the members of
society, including political decision-making, and as14a means of maintaining the
balance between stability and change in society."
Where property and free speech rights intersect, tremendous tensions
pull on the constitutional analysis of both the federal and state constitutions. 5 These tensions are especially prevalent where the properties are
large shopping centers, and when political activists seek access to them as
public forums. 16 In Lynch v. Household Finance Corp,7 Justice Stewart

9. See supra note 6.
10. See ELY, supra note 3, at
11. See WILLI PAUL ADAMS,

11.

THE FIRST AMERICAN CONSTITUTION IDEOLOGY AND THE
MAKING OF THE STATE CONsTrruTIONS IN THE REVOLUrIONARY ERA 191 (1980).

12. See ELY, supra note 3, at 23.
13. Id.
14. See THOMAS I. EMERSON, TOwARD A GENERAL THEORY OF THE FIRST
AMENDMENT 3 (1963). The importance of free speech is particularly recognizable in those
cases that deal with initiatives. See infra Parts I1.A-B.
15. This Comment deals primarily with freedom of speech, but also contains concerns
for initiative and referendum provisions of state constitutions. However, freedom of speech
is the main objective because "the First Amendment was fashioned to embrace precisely what
the initiative process promotes: 'the unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about
of political and social changes desired by the people."' Dorn v. Board of Trustees, 661 P.2d
426, 431 (Mont. 1983) (quoting Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1956)).
16. LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW §§ 12-24 (2nd ed. 1988).
"The public forum doctrine holds that restriction on speech should be subject to higher
scrutiny when, all things being equal, that speech occurs in an area playing a vital role in
communication--such as in those places historically associated with First Amendment
activities such as streets, sidewalks, and parks." Id.
17. 405 U.S. 538 (1972).
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recognized "the dichotomy between personal liberties and property rights [to
be] a false one."'18 There exists an interdependence between the 'two, so
that without one the other fails.' 9 However, the degree of interdependence
and ultimate failure changes with the kind of property and the First
Amendment right invoked.'
If the property is a shopping center, the
analysis of the degree of interdependence has changed over the years. The
Supreme Court's evolving analysis culminated with the decision of
PruneyardShopping Center v. Robins.2' Given that this is the seventeenth
anniversary of this momentous case, this Comment will note how the
competing fundamental rights of property and speech have been addressed.
First, it will trace the Court's evolution up until Pruneyard's decision to
allow the states to decide the conflict. Second, this Comment will examine
how the individual states have decided the issue. Third, it will extrapolate
a mode of analysis which the courts have used. Finally, it will attempt to
predict what the outcomes of the conflict will be in jurisdictions who have
not yet cast their vote.
I. THE SUPREME COURT'S STANCE ON THE INTERSECTION BETWEEN
SHOPPING MALL OWNERSHIP AND FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS

The concept of requiring shopping mall owners to allow access to their
premises for those desiring to exercise their First Amendment rights
culminated in Marsh v. Alabama.22 There, a suburb of Mobile, Alabama,
called Chickasaw, was wholly owned by Gulf Shipbuilding Corporation.'
The property was open to the public and contained residential buildings,
streets, a sewer system, sewage disposal plant, and a business block.'
Policing was performed by a deputy of the Mobile County Sheriff, who was

18. Id. at 552.
19. Id.
20. See Perry Educ. Ass'n v. Perry Local Educators' Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37 (1983)

(holding that public schools are semi-public forums requiring them to be open for limited
First Amendment exercises); Lloyd Corp. v. Tanner, 407 U.S. 551 (1972) (holding that

shopping centers are private property not resembling company towns and therefore not
required to allow access to all First Amendment exercises); Saia v. New York, 334 U.S. 558
(1948); Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946) (holding that even though the property is
privately held, the property is subject to the same constitutional restraints as a municipality
due to its resemblance to an actual town); Martin v. City of Struthers, 319 U.S. 141 (1943);
Jamison v. Texas, 318 U.S. 413 (1943) (holding that leafletting, parading and other speech
related uses cannot be banned from municipalities' streets, sidewalks and parks).
21. 447 U.S. 74 (1980).

22. 326 U.S. 501 (1946).
23. Id. at 502.
24. Id.
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paid by the corporation.' Upon this private property came a Jehovah's
Witness who stood on the sidewalk next to the post office to distribute
religious literature.' After being asked to leave the corporation's property
and failing to do so, the Jehovah's Witness was arrested for criminal
trespass. 2" Upon reaching the United States Supreme Court, the issue was
resolved by the Court holding that the "company town" could not curtail
First Amendment liberties for several reasons.28 First, "ownership does not
always mean absolute dominion,"29 especially when private ownership is
permitted to operate a town, which is identical in almost every aspect,
except title, to an actual town.3 Second, when balancing the competing
constitutional rights, the Court stated that First Amendment rights occupy
Amendment "lies at the foundation of
a preferred status, because the First
31
[a] free government by free men.'
By the 1950s and '60s, shopping centers grew rapidly 32 and with their
resemblance to a town business block (i.e., large numbers of people
shopping in a centralized locale), political and social activists began to
exercise their First Amendment rights of communication at these shopping
centers. Again, this created tension between the property rights of the mall
owners and activists' First Amendment rights.
The tension culminated in Amalgamated Food Employees Union Local
590 v. Logan Valley Plaza Inc.33 In Logan, the local union was directly
picketing the mall because of the mall management's failure to employ
union labor.' The non-violent picketing was conducted in the exterior
3
docking area of the mall, which caused little congestion. " The Court held
that the mall owner could not, through Pennsylvania's trespass laws, deny
36
access to its property to the picketers who protest the mall's operation.
Relying on the "business block" terminology of Marsh, the Court found the
similarities between a shopping center and a business block of a town

25. Id.
26. Id. at 503.
27. Id. at 504.
28. Id. at 506-08.
29. Id. at 506.
30. Id. at 507.
31. Id. at 505 (quoting Schneider v. New Jersey, 308 U.S. 147 (1939)).
32. In 1950, fewer than 100 shopping centers of any size existed. By 1967, there were
105 large regional and super-regional malls in the United States. Steven J. Beagle, Shopping
Center Control: The Developer Besieged, 51 J. URB. L. 585, 586 (1974).
33. 391 U.S. 308 (1968).
34. Id. at 311.
35. Id. at 311-12.
36. Id. at 323-24.
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almost indistinguishable for the purposes of exercising freedom of speech.37
The two were the functional equivalent of each other because both were
open to the public for commercial transactions. 3' Although the Court
conceded that a shopping center can put reasonable restrictions on the
exercise of free speech, the mall owner still cannot foreclose that exercise
beyond the point a municipality can. 39 Again, the Court stated that mere
ownership of property does not mean absolute dominion.'
This case became the watershed in the Court's analysis of the conflict
between shopping mall owners' property rights and activists' First Amendment rights. First, both the majority and Justice Douglas' concurring
opinion limited the holding to picketing directly related to the operations of
the mall itself.4 Second, and more important, were the dissenting opinions
of Justices Black and White.4 2 Justice Black emphasized the distinction
between a privately owned shopping center and the company town.43 He
concentrated on the fact that the company town in Marsh had all the
attributes of a municipality, and a shopping center had only the similar
attributes of the commercial establishments." Justice White emphasized
that the public was not invited generally to the shopping center, but for the
limited purposes relating to the purchase of merchandise.45 These ideas
changed the direction of the Court's analysis. No longer does the Court use
the Federal Constitution to construe and regulate the relationship between
two or more private persons in this setting. 6 The Court's new viewpoint
was made abundantly clear in Lloyd Corp. v. Tanner,47 and then reaffirmed
in Hudgens v. NLRB. 48

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
a sewage
45.
46.
47.
48.

Id. at 317.
Id. at 319.
Id. at 320-21.
Id. at 321.
Id. at 326.
Logan, 391 U.S. at 327, 337.
Id. at 330-31 (Black, J., dissenting).
Id. at 331 (Black, J., dissenting) (stating that the company provided water, sewers,
treatment plant, police, and maintained a United States Post Office).
Id. at 338-340 (White, J., dissenting).
Lloyd Corp. v. Tanner, 407 U.S. 551 (1972).
407 U.S. 551 (1972).
424 U.S. 507 (1976).
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In Lloyd, the Lloyd Center, owned by Lloyd Corporation, had a strict
policy against handbilling within the interior of the mall.49 The mall was
open to the public, with its stores closing at customary times.50 Handbillers began distributing literature against the Vietnam War during the
stores' open hours and were promptly asked to leave by mall security.51
When the case was brought to the Supreme Court because of alleged
violations of the handbillers' First Amendment rights, the Court held that
since the handbilling had no relation to the operation of the center, the
handbillers' rights were not violated by the mall owner.52 The Court relied
heavily on Justices White and Black's dissenting opinions in Logan. First,
the Court relied upon Justice White's argument that by limiting the scope
of the invitation extended to the public.53 The invitation was not openended, but confined to those activities that generated business for the tenants
within the mall.' Second, the Court, like Justice Black, stated that a
shopping center did not perform the full spectrum of municipal functions
and stand in the shoes of the state, as the company town in Marsh had
done.55 The shopping center had only the attributes of the commercial
center of a town and did not have attributes relating to sanitation, policing,
or governmental authority.56 Because of the limited invitation and the

center, the Court effectively
differing spectrum or attributes of the shopping
57
overturned Logan's reliance on Marsh.
Not only was this overruling of Logan important to the evolution of the
Court's analysis, but so was this statement late in the opinion: "Nor does
property lose its private character merely because the public is generally
invited to use it for designated purposes. .

.

. The essentially private

character of a store.., does not change by virtue of being large or clustered
with other stores in a modem shopping center. 5 8 This statement led to the
49. Lloyd, 407 U.S. at 554-55. The Lloyd Center had 1.5 million square feet of gross
leasable area, 115 stores, 8,000 parking spaces, and served a market population of 329,578.

2 NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, DIRECTORY OF SHOPPING CENTERS IN THE UNITED
STATES 4-575 (1991) [hereinafter DIRECTORY OF SHOPPING CENTERS].
50. Lloyd, 424 U.S. at 554-55.
51. Id. at 556.
52. Id. at 564.
53. Id. at 565.
54. Id.
55. Id. at 568-69.
56. See id. at 568.
57. Logan was not officially overruled until Hudgens v. NLRB, 424 U.S. 507, 518
(1976) (stating that "the ultimate holding in Lloyd amounted to a total rejection of the
holding in Logan Valley").
58. Lloyd, 407 U.S. at 569.
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conclusion, by the Court, that property owners still retain the entire bundle
of property sticks, and that the Federal Constitution does not authorize the
taking of the right to exclude others through the exercise of First Amendment rights, beyond those already existing under applicable state law.59
The Court's conclusion evidenced itself in its final case on the conflict
between shopping center property rights and First Amendment rights in
PruneyardShopping Center v. Robins.6° There, the shopping center had
a strict policy of prohibiting public expressive activity. 61 This policy was
enforced when a group of students handed out pamphlets and sought
signatures for a petition against the United Nations' stance on Zionism.62
The group was promptly asked to leave by security, which they did.63 The
group then filed suit against Pruneyard claiming the shopping center violated
the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and
the California Constitution. 64 The California Supreme Court held that the
California Constitution "protects speech and petitioning, reasonably
exercised, in shopping centers even when the centers are privately
owned., 65 The shopping center sought certiorari, contending that a state
constitutional provision cannot usurp a constitutionally established right
under the Fourteenth Amendment. 66 Upon granting certiorari, the Supreme
Court addressed three issues: 1) whether the Federal Constitution solely
determines the extent of individual liberties or whether the State can
exercise its sovereign to grant greater liberties within its constitution; 67 2)
whether the state constitution prevents the shopping center from denying
access, and if so, whether that prevention constitutes a taking; 6 and 3)
whether the shopping centers being prevented from denying access violates
its First Amendment rights since the State would be compelling the center
to accept the viewpoint of another.69 The collision issue is addressed
quickly by the Court, when it states that Lloyd's reasoning holds as to the

59. See id. at 570; see also Hudgens, 424 U.S. at 517-21.
60. 447 U.S. 74 (1980). Pruneyard Shopping Center had a gross leasable area of
250,000 square feet, 72 stores, and 2,500 parking spaces. See DIRECTORY OF SHOPPING
CENTERS, supra note 49 at 4-361.
61. Id.at 77.
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. See id.
65. Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Ctr., 592 P.2d 341, 347 (Cal. 1979).
66. Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 78-80. (asserting that Lloyd created a constitutional private
property right against the intrusions of the others).
67. Id.at 80-82.
68. Id.at 82-85.
69. Id.at 85-88.
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First and Fourteenth Amendments, when they do not create an access right
to private property.70 "However, [Lloyd] does not ex proprio vigore limit
the authority of the State to exercise its police power or its sovereign right
to adopt in its own Constitution, so that individual liberties are more
Unlike
expansive than those conferred by the Federal Constitution."7
Lloyd, where there was no state constitutional or statutory provision
expanding the exercise of free speech, the Supreme Court of California
interprets its constitution as expanding the right of free speech and petition
beyond that of its federal counterpart.72 In turn, however, the use of
private property is restricted by expanding individual liberties, because no
longer does the shopping center have the right to exclude others' expressive
speech on the center's property. 3
This restriction on the use of private property moves into the next issue
addressed by the Pruneyardcourt, that is whether denying the shopping
center the right to exclude amounts to a taking without just compensation.74
75
First, the Court addressed the alleged violation of the Fifth Amendment.
Conceding that the shopping center's exclusion stick has been literally taken
away, the Court concluded this did not amount to a constitutional taking.76
The Court defined property as "the entire group of rights inhering in the
citizen's ownership. 7 7 Based on this definition, the Court indicated that the
rule to determine whether state action has constituted a taking is "whether
state action restricts the use of property to "force[] some people alone to
bear public burdens which, in all fairness and justice should be borne by the
public as a whole. 7 1 In this determination the Court will examine the
character of the governmental action, its economic impact, and its interference with reasonable investment backed expectations.79 Here, the Court
stated that there was nothing suggesting Pruneyard's property was unreason-

70.
71.
72.
73.

Id. at 81.
Id. (citing Cooper v. California, 386 U.S. 58, 62 (1967)).
Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center, 592 P.2d 341, 347 (Cal. 1979).
See Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 81-83; see, e.g., Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S.

365 (1926) (holding that zoning ordinance restrictions on the use of property were a valid
exercise of police power).
74. Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 82-85.
75. See id. at 80. The Fifth Amendment provides that "[Nlor shall private property be
taken for public use, without just compensation." U.S. CONST. amend. V.
76. Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 82, 85.
77. Id. at 83 n.6.
78. Id. at 83 (citing Armstrong v. United States, 364 U.S. 40, 48 (1960)).
79. Id. at 83; see also Nollan v. California Coastal Comm'n, 483 U.S. 825 (1987);
Kaiser Aetna v. United States, 444 U.S. 164 (1979); Penn Cent. Transp. Co. v. City of New
York, 438 U.S. 104 (1978); Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393 (1922).
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ably impaired in value or in use, as a shopping center, by allowing
expressive activity.' Possible interference with commercial transactions
could be mitigated by the adoption of reasonable time, place, and manner
restrictions by Pruneyard.8 ' The Court concluded that, without such proof,
Pruneyard Shopping Center's failure to demonstrate the essential nature of
the right to exclude others was so intrinsically tied to the mall's economic
value that its deprivation did not amount to a taking. 2
Next, the Court addressed Pruneyard's contention that, based on Wooley
v. Maynard,8 3 it had a First Amendment right not to be forced by the State
to use its property as a forum for the speech exercise of others.84 The
Court distinguished Wooley from Pruneyard's fact situation in several
ways. 5 First, the Pruneyard property was not for the exclusive use of the
owner as was the case in Wooley, but was open to the public. 6 Therefore,
views expressed by members of the public are unlikely to be perceived as
messages endorsed by the shopping center.8 7 Second, the messages
conveyed are not prescribed by the state, but originate from the minds of the
members of the public at large.88 "There consequently is no danger of
governmental discrimination for or against a particular message.' 8 9 Finally,
the Court stated that, to ensure that no one perceives the public's message
as being the shopping center's, Pruneyard could expressly disavow any
connection with the message, by posting signs in the area around the
message. 90 The Court concluded that Pruneyard's First Amendment rights
had not been violated because it was unlikely that the public would perceive
the message as Pruneyard's views, the state did not prescribe the message,
and the shopping center is able to disavow the message. 9'

80. Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 83.
81. Id.

82. Id. at 84.

83. 430 U.S. 705 (1977).
84. Pruneyard,447 U.S. at 85 (arguing that Wooley applies because there the Court

overruled a state's ability to compel a private property owner to disseminate an ideological
message to the public contrary to his exclusive use of the property).
85. Pruneyard,447 U.S. at 87.

86. Id.

87. Id. (At this point, Justice Powell and Justice White disagreed with the majority.
They asserted that it is likely for people receiving the message of a group to perceive the
message as being the same as the shopping center owner).
88. Id.

89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id.
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Although Justices Powell and White agreed with the conclusion of the
majority, they disagreed with the majority's broad conclusion that the mall
owner's First Amendment rights are not violated by allowing access to its
92 Justice Powell, joined by
property for the speech exercise of others.
93
Justice White who previously dissented in Logan , thought that Wooley v.
Maynard94 should still control, because permitting the public use of
property does not equate to the owner's relinquishment of "his right to
decline 'to be an instrument for fostering public adherence to an ideological
point of view he finds unacceptable."' 95 And as such an instrument, the
private property owner may be impermissibly burdened by allowing access
to his property for the speech rights of others, even though his speech right
may be unaffected. 96 The reason for this burden is that the property owner
is left without a choice as to his speech or perceived speech.' The choices
are either that he could allow access and permit the possibility his customers
will receive a message they mistakenly believe is his, or he could disavow
the message. 98 If the choice is the former, the owner "effectively has been
99
compelled to affirm someone else's belief." If he chooses the latter, then
the owner "has been forced to speak when he would prefer to remain
silent."' ° In the absence of a truly free choice, Justices Powell and White
concluded that to "require the owner to specify the particular ideas he finds
objectionable enough to compel a response would force him to relinquish
01'
In
his freedom to maintain his own beliefs without public disclosure."'
other words, without the shopping mall owner's ability to select the type of
desired speech, the owner is effectively left with no free speech right at all.
Although Justices Powell and White disagreed with the Court's analysis
°2
of shopping mall owners' free speech rights, they did agree with the
holding that the First Amendment of the Federal Constitution does not create
a right of access on private property for the exercise of speech and that a
state's constitution might expand the right of free speech so as to create that
right of access.'0 3
92. Id. at 95-101.
93. Logan, 391 U.S. 308.
94. 430 U.S. 705 (1977).

95. Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 97-98.

96. Id. at 98 n.2.

97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.

See id.
Id.at 99.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 100.
Id.
Id.
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II.STATE COURTS' RESOLUTION OF THE CONFLICr

The result of Pruneyardis that it left the conflict between free speech
rights and property rights to be resolved by the individual state supreme
courts. As could be expected, the State courts have arrived at different
conclusions with some courts holding that shopping centers can deny access
and other courts holding that they cannot deny access. However, differing
conclusions are based on similar arguments which have their genesis in the
evolution of the Supreme Court's analysis. The next section of this
Comment examines the state courts' decisions to extrapolate a basic
analytical formula that might be applied to a jurisdiction that has not yet
decided this issue. The first subsection will discuss the states that permit
access to shopping centers to members of the public for expressive activities,
followed by an examination of states which resulted in the antithetical
holding.
A. ACCESS ALLOWED

Pruneyardheld that an individual state's constitution might expand the
freedom of speech right beyond what the Federal Constitution would allow
and therefore left the decision as to whether or not shopping center owners
can deny access for expressive speech to the respective state supreme
courts.1" Two subsequent cases decided by state supreme courts mirrored
the facts and arguments of Pruneyard0 5 and concluded that their respective state constitutions guaranteed greater rights to free speech than did the
Federal Constitution."° The first of these cases is Alderwood Assocs. v.
Washington Envtl. Council.'07 In this case, the Washington Environmental
Council was soliciting signatures at Alderwood Mall for a petition to qualify
an initiative for the next election. °s The shopping center owner, Alder-

104. Id.
105. Id.; see also supra Part I.

106. See Batchelder v. Allied Stores Int'l, 445 N.E.2d 590 (Mass. 1983) (holding its
state constitution also expanded persons seeking signatures for initiative petition beyond that
of the federal constitution); Alderwood Assocs. v. Washington Envtl. Council, 635 P.2d 108
(Wash. 1981) (holding that Article I, § 5 and Amendment 7 of the Washington State
Constitution guarantee the right to access privately owned shopping centers for certain
expressive speech under certain conditions).
107. 635 P.2d 108 (Wash. 1981); see infra note 256 and accompanying text (holding
modified).
108. Id. Alderwood Mall had a gross leasable area of 1,085,838 square feet, 154 stores,
4,800 parking spaces and serves a market population of 399,574. See DIRECTORY OF
SHOPPING

CENTERS, supra note 49 at 4-626.
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°9
wood Associates, denied the Council access to the shopping center,'
"
°
whereupon the Council brought suit.
Just as the California Supreme Court held in Pruneyard," the
Washington Supreme Court held that the freedom of speech and initiative
provisions of the Washington Constitution1 2 guaranteed the Council
access to the Alderwood Mall, as long as the owner's constitutional rights
were not violated. 1 3 The court first recognized that, although the United
States Constitution does not grant the Council the right to solicit signatures
for an initiative on Alderwood's property," 4 the state constitution may
expand that right to include such a situation." 5 Like the constitutional
provision for speech in California," 6 and contrary to the U.S. Constitution,
the Washington Constitution does not require state action to trigger the
protections of speech rights." 7 There are two primary reasons for the
differences in treatment between the Federal Constitution and the Washington Constitution. The first is linguistics. The First Amendment specifically
states that "Congress shall make no law.., abridging the freedom of speech
... .,,8 while the Washington provision does not explicitly mention its
legislative body." 9 The second reason is that the United States Supreme
Court must take into account that its decisions affect the entire country and
that federalism concerns constrain its expansion of rights while these
concerns do not constrain the interpretation of the state of Washington.'2 °
Because of Washington's interpretational freedom, the Washington State
Supreme Court can consider the harm to the speech and property interests
of its citizens when interpreting its constitution to expand the protection of
free speech.' 2 ' This involves a balancing approach that examines the use

109. Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 110.
110. Id.
I 11. Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center, 592 P.2d 341 (Cal. 1979).
112. "Every person may freely speak, write and publish on all subjects, being
responsible for the abuse of that right." WASH. CONST. art. I, §5. "Initiative: The first power
reserved by the people is the initiative." WASH. CoNST. art. II, R. 11.
113. Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 112, 117.
114. See Hudgens v. NLRB, 424 U.S. 507 (1976) (holding that state action is required
to trigger speech protection under the United States Constitution).
115. Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 114.
116. CAL. CONST. art. 1, §2(a) (substantially the same as the Washington provision).
117. See supra Part I.
118. U.S. CONsT. amend I.
119. See supra note 112.
120. Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 115.
121. Id.
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and nature of the private property against the nature of the speech activi22
ty.

1

In Alderwood, the court based its decision that speech rights should
supersede property rights on the finding that shopping centers are replacing
the downtown business district."n
Downtown business districts were
public forums where people gathered to exchange ideas and meet the
signatures requirement of the initiative process." Now the function of
the business district is carried on by the shopping center, causing people
little need to venture downtown.1 5 The court reasoned that the shopping
center's use and nature are the functional equivalent to a downtown business
district and should, therefore, be a public forum. 6 In addition, the harm
to the property interest was not so detrimental as to rise to the level of a
taking, because soliciting signatures does not interfere with the business
27
activities of the mall.1
Furthermore, the court determined that since shopping centers replaced
downtown business districts, the effectiveness of the initiative process would
be substantially undermined without persons seeking signatures having
access to the shopping center."n The people who once patronized downtown business districts and signed petitions are now going to shopping
centers instead.' 29 Consequently, the ability to gather the requisite number
of initiative signatures is greatly reduced and thus the power to change
government action is also reduced.' 30 Therefore, the harm to speech
interests outweighs the harm to property interests, causing the Washington

122. Id. at 116. When conflicts arise between private parties concerning free speech

issues, balancing is necessary to limit the extension of speech protection because without it
every conflict would be a constitutional conflict under state law. See Note, Robins v.

Pruneyard Shopping Center: Free Access to Shopping Centers Under the California

Constitution, 68 CAL. L. REv. 641, 659 (1980).
123. Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 114 (citing Note, Robins v. PruneyardShopping Center:
Federalismand State Protection of Free Speech, 10 GoLDEN GATE U. L. REv. 805, 836
(1980); Important Facts About Shopping Centers Main Street U.S.A., International Council

of Shopping Centers Newsletter, Jan 1975).

124. Id.

125. See id. This replacement of the business might mean more to this Court than the
Court in Pruneyardbecause the Alderwood Mall is approximately five times larger than the
Pruneyard Mall. Id. at 112 n.4.
126. Id. at 115.
127. Id. at 117.
128. Id.
129. Id.
130. Id.; see also infra note 301 and accompanying text.
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its protection of speech and the initiative under
State Constitution to expand
31
these circumstances.
Under an almost identical fact pattern to both Pruneyard132 and
Alderwood,' 33 the Massachusetts Supreme Court held that the Massachusetts Constitution expands beyond that of the Federal Constitution to protect
Although the fact
a person soliciting signatures in a shopping mall."
patterns are very similar, one critical fact in Batchelder differs from the facts
1 3s
Instead of
in the other cases that alters the outcome of this case.
protesting or soliciting signatures for an initiative, Batchelder, the plaintiff,
was soliciting signatures in North Shore Shopping Center" in order to be
placed on an election ballot as a candidate for office. 37 This was critical
because the Massachusetts Constitution expresses a specific guarantee to
protect free elections. 38 The free election guarantee provision of the
Massachusetts Constitution is not contained in the United States Constituto expand any of its provisions to
tion; therefore, the court had no reason
39
signatures.
of
solicitation
the
protect
After this determination, the court's analysis is essentially the same as
both Pruneyard and Alderwood 4 ° Because the initiative provision of the
Massachusetts Constitution does not explicitly require state action, the Court
implemented a balancing test.' 4' The court determined ballot access was
the interest protected under Article IX142 and then balanced the interest of
131. Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 116. Additionally, "the exercise of free speech is given
great weight in the balance, because it is a preferred right." Id. (citing Marsh v. Alabama,
326 U.S. 501 (1946)).
132. See supra notes 61-63 and accompanying text.
133. See supra notes 11-13 and accompanying text.
134. Batchelder v. Allied Stores Int'l, 445 N.E.2d 590, 591 (Mass. 1983).
135. See supra notes 61-63, 111-13 and accompanying text.
136. The North Shore Shopping Center has 1,649,395 square feet of gross leasable area,
101 stores, 7,200 parking spaces, and serves a market population of 326,561. 3 NATIONAL
RESEARCH BUREAU, DIRECrORY OF SHOPPING CENTERS IN THE UNITED STATES 4-198

(1991).
137. Batchelder, 445 N.E.2d at 591.
138. Id. "All election ought to be free; and all the inhabitants of this Commonwealth,
having such qualifications as they shall establish by their frame of government, have an equal
right to elect officers, and to be elected, for public employments." MASS. CONST. pt. 1, art.
IX.
139. Batchelder, 445 N.E.2d at 592.
140. Id. at 592-95. The court thought the free speech argument presented by Batchelder
was unpersuasive and unimportant because "ideas and views can be transmitted through the
press, by door-to-door distributions, or through the mail, without personal contact." Id. at
595.

141. Id. at 593.
142. Id. at 591.
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ballot access against the property interest. 43 As the courts in Pruneyard
and Alderwood determined, access to the people is essential for ballot
access, 144 and since a shopping center is the functional equivalent of a
downtown, the burden on Allied Stores is not great enough to amount to a
taking. Consequently, the ballot access interest is greater than the property
interest involved. 45 Because of the greater ballot interest, the court
disallowed Allied Stores ability to deny access to those seeking signatures
for ballot purposes only."4
Another case that holds that persons soliciting signatures cannot be
denied access to shopping centers is Bock v. Westminster Mall Co. 47
Again, the fact pattern is essentially the same as Pruneyard,1" except
unlike Alderwood and Batchelder, the Colorado Supreme Court based its
decision entirely on Bock's claim that Westminster Mall violated his free
speech rights.149 The court recognized that Article II, section 10 of the
Colorado Constitution 50 could grant greater free speech protection than
its federal counterpart. 5' After determining that the Colorado Constitution
does grant greater protection, the court made a departure from the analysis
of the three preceding cases. 52 The court bypassed the issue of whether
or not direct state action is required to trigger the constitutional protection,
but held that it was triggered by indirect state action. 5 3 Here, the court
used the term "indirect state action" to mean that the state is making a
policy decision for the mall but is still involved enough with the Westminster Mall to rise to a requisite level of action. State action was sufficiently
satisfied to the court when the municipality financed improvements to the
area to meet the shopping center's need." The indirect state action was
143. Id. at 595.
144. "On an average, between 175,000 and 200,000 people visit the shopping center

each week." Id. at 591.

145. Id.
146. Id.
147. 819 P.2d 55 (Colo. 1991).
148. See supra notes 61-63 and accompanying text.
149. Bock, 819 P.2d at 56. Westminster Mall has 1.5 million square feet of gross
leasable space, 200 stores, 6,500 parking spaces and serves a market population of 165,000.
See DIRECrORY OF SHOPPING CENTERS, supra note 49.at 4-467.
150. COLO. CONST. art. H, §10 ("No law shall be passed impairing the freedom of

speech; every person shall be free to speak, write or publish whatever he will on any subject,
being responsible for all abuse of that liberty .... ").
151. See Bock, 819 P.2d at 59; see also supra notes 75-85 and accompanying text.
152. See Bock, 819 P.2d at 60.

153. Id.

154. The municipality through the issuance of municipal bonds paid for improvements
to adjacent roads and to the drainage system. Id. at 61.
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also evident as satisfying the Colorado state action requirement when there
was a police substation in the mall' and other "highly visible governmental presence in the Mall."' Because of these factors, and the finding that
the mall is the functional equivalent of a downtown district, 57 the protection of the free speech provision of the Colorado Constitution extended to
permit signature solicitors access to the privately owned shopping center,
given reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions.15
The Oregon Supreme Court also held that persons seeking signatures
for an initiative cannot be denied access to private shopping centers in the
companion cases of Lloyd Corp. v. Whiffen 159 ("Whiffen F) and Lloyd
Corp. v. WhiffenW ("Whiffen IT'). Whiffen I was decided not on constitutional grounds, but on the common law rule of injunctive relief. As a result,
Whiffen I is beneficial only in setting the factual stage and allowing the
dissent to point to proper direction for Whiffen II.16 1 Unfortunately,
Whiffen II did not add much to the substantive analysis of the issues beyond
that of Pruneyard,6 2 except to increase the number of states that allow
63
access to shopping centers for the initiative process.'
Providing the most recent and final decision holding in favor of
allowing persons exercising an expressive right to access to private shopping
centers is New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B.
Realty Corp.'6 The New Jersey Supreme Court's holding is not surprising in light of it being one of the first courts to hold that a private

155. The police officers stationed at the mall also enforced Westminster's no solicitation

policy. Id. at 61.
156. See Bock, 819 P.2d at 62.
157. Id. at 62. The court stated there is an intrinsic connection between the "marketplace of ideas and the market for goods and services" which is the foundation for why
downtown business districts are public forums. This connection is not severed by the market
moving into a mall and in turn the public forum label follows. Id.
158. Id. The court gleaned the concern of the harm to the property interest of the
shopping center by summarily concluding that because of its size (1,390,000 square feet), the
property interest could not be injured by leafletting. lit
159. 773 P.2d 1294 (Or. 1989).
160. 849 P.2d 446 (Or. 1992).
161. Whiffen, 773 P.2d at 1297-1301; see OR. CONST. art. I, § 8 ("No law shall be
passed restraining the free expression of opinion, or restrict the right to speak, write, or print
freely on any subject whatever; but every person shall be responsible for the abuse of this

right."); OR. CONST. art. IV, §1, cl. 1 ("The legislative power of the state, except for the
initiative and referendum powers reserved to the people, is vested in a Legislative Assembly

162. See supra notes 60-92 and accompanying text.
163. Whiffen, 849 P.2d at 453.
164. 650 A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994).
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university's property is a public forum when the university opens it up as
such.' ( Again, the fact pattern and analysis is similar to the preceding
cases;" however, the New Jersey Supreme Court added a twist to the
analysis based on its decision in State v. Schmid, 67 before resuming other
courts' analyses." Where Pruneyard,Alderwood, Batchhelder, and Bock
first balanced the free speech, ballot, or initiative interest against the
property interest, the New Jersey Supreme Court balanced three factors in
determining the existence and extent of the free speech protection on private
property.'6 The factors to take into account are: (1) the private property's
normal use based on its nature, purpose, and primary use; (2) the extent and
nature of the public's invitation to use that property; and (3) the purpose of
the expressional activity undertaken on the property in relation to both the
private and public use of the property. 7 ° These balancing factors determine "'whether private property owners may be required to permit, subject
to suitable restrictions, the reasonable exercise by individuals of the constitu' 7
tional freedoms of speech and assembly. " 1
However, when the court balanced these factors, it examined the same
facts it used to balance the overall free speech interest against the property
interest. 172 In both balancing tests, the court relied heavily on the fact that
the shopping centers involved were so large 73 and they provided the
community with such a variety of different goods and services, that they
165. State v. Schmid, 423 A.2d 615 (N.J. 1980); see also infra note 343 and
accompanying text.
166. J.M.B Realty, 650 A.2d at 762-63. The Coalition entered several regional malls
owned by J.M.B. Realty seeking petition signatures against the War in the Persian Gulf.
Pursuant to its standing policy of no solicitation, mall security asked members of the
Coalition to leave. The Coalition members left the premises and soon thereafter brought suit
against J.M.B. Realty claiming a violation of their First Amendment rights to free speech and
free association. Id.
167. 423 A.2d 615 (N.J. 1980).
168. J.M.B. Realty, 650 A.2d at 770.
169. Id. at 771.
170. IM.
171. Id (citing State v. Schmid, 423 A.2d 615 (N.J. 1980)). The court based its
decision on the rights of free speech embodied in the New Jersey Constitution. Id. at 760;
see N.J. CONST. art. 1, §6 ("Every person may freely speak, write and publish his sentiments
on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that right. No law shall be passed to
restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the press"); Id at §18 ("[t]he people have the
right to assemble together, to consult for the common good, to make known their opinions
to their representatives, and to petition for redress of grievances")).
172. See J.M.B. Realty, 650 A.2d at 770-82.
173. The shopping centers involved here ranged from 300,000 square feet to 1,100,000
square feet. 1 NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAu, DIRECTORY OF SHOPPING CENTERS IN THE
UNITED STATES vi (1991).
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effectively replaced the function of the downtown business district. 74 In
addition, those shopping centers invited people onto its premises for its own
advantage. 5 The New Jersey Supreme Court took judicial notice that the
mere size and all-inclusiveness of these regional malls caused a great impact
on the surrounding community and thus was compelled to extend constitutional protections. For without it, political grass roots movements would
have no hope to succeed without access to people contained within the
regional malls. 76
Although the fact patterns of the preceding cases are substantially
similar, they offer some variations to the arguments presented to the
Supreme Court from Marsh to Pruneyard77 In Alderwood, the Washington Supreme Court added another provision to a state constitution, besides
free speech, that can be argued to provide protection for those soliciting
signatures in regional shopping centers."' Likewise, the Massachusetts
Supreme Court added its free election provision and its concerns about
ballot access in Batchelder.179 In Bock, the court concluded that the free
speech provision of the Colorado Constitution required only indirect state
action, instead of direct state action.i"° The Whiffen I and Whiffen II
courts' twist was decided on subconstitutional grounds, i.e. whether persons
soliciting protest signatures can be denied access to a mall by a mall owner,
instead of constitutional grounds.8 8 These addendums to the arguments

174. See also supra Part I.
175. Id.
176. Id. at 778-79; see also Curtis J. Berger, PruneyardRevisited: PoliticalActivity on
Private Lands, 66 N.Y.U. L. REV. 633 (1991). Political grassroots movements, generally,
do not have the funding to buy television or radio time, computerized direct mailings, or the
like, to reach its target audience. Therefore, these movements' access to shopping centers,
and in turn access to people, offers an essential and cost-effective means to communicate the
movements' ideas. Id. at 637-38. But see supra Part H.B.
177. See Bock, 819 P.2d 55 (Colo. 1991) (holding that the free speech provision of the
Colorado Constitution protected those seeking signatures in shopping centers); Batchelder,
445 N.E.2d 590 (Mass. 1983) (holding that the free election provision of the Massachusetts
Constitution protected those seeking signatures in shopping centers); J.M.B. Realty, 650 A.2d
757 (N.J. 1994) (holding that the free election provision of the New Jersey Constitution
protected those seeking signatures in shopping centers); Whiffin 1, 773 P.2d 1294 (Or. 1989)
and Whiffen 1I, 849 P.2d 446 (Or. 1992) (holding that the initiative provision of the Oregon
Constitution protected those seeking signatures in shopping centers); Alderwood, 635 P.2d
108 (Wash. 1981) (holding that the initiative provision in the Washington Constitution
protected those seeking signatures in shopping centers).
178. See supra Part II.A.
179. Id.
180. Id.

181. Id.
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presented to the United States Supreme Court give impetus to potential

repeated use in those states that have not decided on this issue. However,
the addendums to the basic arguments are not limited to those state supreme

court cases holding in favor of expanded protection for persons soliciting
signatures. New twists on the basic arguments were also added by those
courts holding appositively.
B. ACCESS DENIED

The cases upholding a shopping center owner's ability to limit access by
reasonable time, place and manner restrictions to persons engaged in
expressive activities have been more numerous and have added just as many
variations to the basic argument as those cases holding in the alternative." 2
The first case to traverse the Pruneyard holding with in-depth
constitutional analysis was Cologne v. Westfarms Associates.83 The twist
or element that Cologne adds to the argument is that the Connecticut
Constitution requires state action to trigger protection of free speech and the
right to peaceably assemble.'
The court based this constitutional
interpretation on the history of the adoption of these provisions and their
purpose, which was to protect personal. liberties against infringement by
government and not private parties.8 5 Whether Article I, sections 4 and
14 rights are affirmatively stated1 s6 or negatively stated like Article I,

182. See Fiesta Mall Venture v. Mecham Recall Comm., 767 P.2d 719 (Ariz. 1988);
Cologne v. Westfarms Assocs., 469 A.2d 1201 (Conn. 1984); Citizens For Ethical Gov't v.
Gwinnett Place Assocs., 392 S.E.2d 8 (Ga. 1990); Woodland v. Michigan Citizens Lobby,
378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985); Shad Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall, 488 N.E.2d 1211 (N.Y.
1985); Eastwood Mall, Inc. v. Slanco, 626 N.E.2d 59 (Ohio 1994); Western Pa. Socialist
Workers 1982 Campaign v. Connecticut Gen. Life Ins. Co., 515 A.2d 1331 (Pa. 1986);
Charleston Joint Venture v. McPherson, 417 S.E.2d 544 (S.C. 1991); Southcenter Joint
Venture v. National Democratic Policy Comm., 780 P.2d 1282 (Wash. 1989); Jacobs v.
Major, 407 N.W.2d 832 (Wis. 1987). In all of these cases, the fact patterns are substantially
similar: a group or person enters the shopping center to collect signatures or pass out leaflets
for a political cause and then are asked to leave by mall personnel based on mall policy.
Later, a suit is brought.
183. 469 A.2d 1201 (Conn. 1984). See also State v. Felmet, 273 S.E.2d 708 (N.C.
1981) (holding that the North Carolina Constitution extends the same free speech protection
as the federal constitution. However, the court gives no reason or analysis for this
conclusion).
184. Cologne, 469 A.2d at 1207-08; see also CONN. CONST. art. I, §§ 4, 5, 14.
185. Cologne, 469 A.2d at 1207-08 (citing CLINTON L. RossrrER, 1787 THE GRAND
CONVENTION 302-03 (1966); A.E. DICK HOWARD, THE ROAD FROM RUNNYMEDE 223-24
(1968)).
186. "Every citizen may freely speak, write and publish his sentiments on all subjects,
being responsible for the abuse of that liberty." CONN. CONST. art. I, §4. "The citizens have
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section 5,87 their protections are not triggered unless there is a state
action, like the municipality owning title to mall or directing the policy of
the mall.'
The court determined that even with the enormous economic,
social, and cultural impact large shopping centers have, they do not rise to
the level of a state action. 9 According to the court there was no legal
distinction between this large commercial complex and others where large
numbers of people gather, like "sport stadiums, convention halls, theaters,
county fairs, large office or apartment buildings, factories, supermarkets or
department stores."'9
Cologne further introduced a separation of powers analysis into the
debate.' 91 In rebutting the contention that the court must balance the
competing interest, the Cologne court declared that such balancing is
traditionally the function of the legislature and to assume such a role would
subvert the Connecticut governmental structure.'9
After Cologne,there was an avalanche of state supreme courts upholding
a shopping center owner's ability to limit access to persons engaged in
expressive political activity, which ranged from soliciting signatures for
initiative petitions to dancing in protest of nuclear war. 3 Again, these cases
had similar facts and analysis as Cologne, but many added something new to
the analytical fray.'J
In Woodland v. Michigan Citizens Lobby,' 95 the
Michigan Supreme Court held that its free speech,'9 assembly, 197 and
a right, in a peaceable manner to assemble for their common good, and to apply to those
invested with the power of government, for redress of grievances, or other proper purposes,
by petition address or remonstrance." CONN. CONST. art. I, §14.
187. "No law shall ever be passed to curtail or restrain the liberty of speech or press."
CONN. CONST. art. I,

§5.

188. Cologne, 469 A.2d at 1208-09 (citing Lockwood v. Killian, 375 A.2d 998 (Conn.

1977)).

189. Cologne, 469 A.2d at 1209. The Westfarm Mall had an area of approximately
921,200 square feet and was visited by approximately 35,000 people weekly. Id. at 1203.

190. Id. at 1209.
191. Id. at 1210.
192. Id.

193. See, e.g., Woodland v. Michigan Citizens Lobby, 378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985)

(holding against persons soliciting signatures of initiative petition); Jacobs v. Major, 407

N.W.2d 832 (Wis. 1987) (enjoining dance troupe from dancing in protest of nuclear war).
194. See supra note 182.

195. 378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985).
196. MICH. CONST. art. I, §5 ("Every person may freely speak, write, express and
publish his views on all subjects being responsible for the abuse of such right; and no law
shall be enacted to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the press.").
197. M1CH. CONST. art. I, §3 ("The people have the right peaceably to assemble, to

consult for the common good, to instruct their representatives and to petition the government
for redress of grievances.").
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initiative provisions ' require state action to trigger their protective attributes.'" After reaching this conclusion, the court follows the analysis of
Cologne, but then adds the issue of whether shopping centers provided the
only alternative to persons gathering signatures to reach the requisite number
for the initiative process.m° The court addressed the issue by determining
that initiative power is meant as a "gun-behind-the-door" to the legislatures
and not a threat to private property owners. ' "Gun-behind-the-door" is
a term of art which means the initiative power of the people is a threat to
compel the Michigan legislature to enact legislation that is desired by the
The court also mentioned that television, newspapers, radios,
populace.'
and telephones provide available alternatives to trespassing on private
property to obtain initiative power.' 3 Because the Michigan Constitution
requires state action to trigger constitutional protections, and there are
available alternatives to soliciting signatures in large shopping centers for
grass roots movements, the shopping center owner retains the ability to limit
access to persons soliciting signatures under reasonable time, place, and
manner restrictions.'
In Shad Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall,'° instead of seeking signatures, the petitioner was hand-billing.'
This factual twist adds to the list
of activities not protected by state constitutions. The New York Supreme
Court held that the New York Constitution's free speech provision required
state action to trigger its protection against its impingement and that private
impingements would not trigger its protection.'
The determination of a
198. MICH. CONST. art. II, §9 ("The people reserve to themselves the power to propose
the laws and to enact and reject laws called the initiative .... ).
199. Woodland, 378 N.W.2d at 344-48, 350 (reasoning that state action is required
based on precedents, official records, and policies). In addition, phraseology and textual
differences internal to the Michigan Constitution and external to the Federal Constitution do
not change the requirement of state action. Id.
200. Id. at 349. The Citizens Lobby argued that "without a constitutional right of
access to shopping malls the power of initiative is eviscerated." Id.

201. Id. at 350 (citing Lederle, The Legislative Article, in THE VOTER AND THE

MICHIGAN CoNsTrrUTION IN1958, at 47 (Robert H. Pealy ed., 1958)).
202. Id.
203. Id. at 358 n.47. But see supra Part II.A.
204. Id. at 359 (Williams, C.J., concurring).
205. 488 N.E. 2d 1211 (N.Y. 1985). Smith Haven Mall has 1,482,000 square feet of
gross leasable area, 160 stores, 7,200 parking spaces, and serves a market population of 2.6

million. 3 NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, DIRECrORY OF SHOPPING CENTERS IN THE
UNITED STATES, EASTERN 4-351 (1991).

206. Shad Alliance, 488 N.E.2d at 1213.
207. Id. at 1218; see also N.Y. CONST. art. I, §8 ("Every citizen may freely speak, write
and publish his sentiment on all subjects being responsible for the abuse of that right; and
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requirement of state action was provided by the Reports of the Proceedings
and Debates at the 1821 Convention, which "plainly indicate that the New
York Bill of Rights was intended by its drafters to serve as a check on
Again, this court required state
governmental, not private conduct."'
29
action due to concerns of private autonomy and separation of powers. 0
These concerns stemmed from the possibility that the judiciary would use
the state constitution as a blueprint for establishing social policy that it
thought was important, instead of the legislature performing that function. 2 " The determination of the requirement of state action turns not
only on social policy and the intent of the drafters, but also on several other
factors. These factors are a surveying of how other states with identical
constitutional language have decided the issue, what commentators and
scholars have written, and what the New York case law has established.2 1'
Each inquiry turns the court in a direction that requires state action to trigger
constitutional protection against violation of free speech.21
Upon determining that state action was required to trigger state
constitutional protection, the court turned to examine whether the activity
carried on by the shopping center rose to the level of state action.213 Like
the preceding cases upholding the shopping center owners' property right of
exclusion, the Shad Alliance court found that there was not sufficient
entanglement between the state and the shopping center or a delegation of
authority to the shopping center.2 14 The court argued that the shopping
center is not the functional equivalent of the town because the full spectrum
of municipal power is not exercised to a sufficient extent. 215 In addition,
the plaintiffs failed to show significant government participation in the
shopping center which limited others' free speech rights.21 6 For these
reasons, the court determined that Smith Haven Mall may restrict access to
handbillers on its property.21 7

no law shall be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or the press.").
208. Shad Alliance, 488 N.E.2d at 1214.
209. Id. at 1216.
210. Id.
211. Id. at 1214-17.

212. Id.
213. Id. at 1217.

214. Id.
215. See id. at 1217 n.7.
216. Id. at 1218. Plaintiffs might have made a successful argument if they had alleged
state participation in the overall development of the shopping center as did the plaintiffs in
Bock v. Westminster Mall Company, 819 P.2d 55, 59 (Colo. 1991). See also supra notes
75-85 and accompanying test.
217. Shad Alliance, 488 N.E.2d at 1218.
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Although Shad Alliance does not add anything new to the analysis, it
is instructional for future cases in examining whether state action is required
to trigger protection of a state's constitution. This instruction was made
evident in Western Pennsylvania Socialist Workers v. Connecticut General
Life Insurance,218 a case decided in the year following Shad Alliance. 9
In Western Pennsylvania Socialist Workers, the plaintiffs attempted to
collect signatures at South Hills Village Mall 2' for nominating a candidate
to be placed on the gubernatorial ballot.22 As in the previous cases, the
mall owner had a uniform policy prohibiting all political solicitations, and
denied the plaintiffs' requests to solicit signatures. 2'
Pursuant to that
policy, the plaintiffs were escorted off the mall premises and denied access
to the mall for soliciting signatures. 2' The plaintiffs brought suit under
sections 2, 7, and 20 of the Pennsylvania Constitution.'
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court recognized that the Pennsylvania Constitution provides
greater rights and protections than its federal counterpart, but those
protections are only triggered by state action.2" The court held that the
Declaration of Rights and the Pennsylvania Constitution are premised on
natural law, which divides the constitution into two functioning parts.'
The first part establishes the government and the second limits its powers.227 The Declaration of Rights limits the governmental powers by
218. 515 A.2d 1331 (Pa. 1984).
219. 488 N.E.2d 1211 (N.Y. 1985).
220. Western Pa. Socialist Workers, 551 A.2d at 1333. In 1982, when the plaintiffs
entered South Hills Village Mall, the Mall had approximately one million square feet of
enclosed space which contained 126 stores and was surrounded by a 5,000-vehicle parking
lot. 3 NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, DIRECTORY OF SHOPPING
STATES 4-351 (1985).
221. Western Pa. Socialist Workers, 515 A.2d at 1333.

CENTERS IN THE UNITED

222. Id.

223. Id.
224. See the Pennsylvania Constitution provision that provides for:
All power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are founded

on their authority and instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness. For
the advancement of these ends they have at all times an inalienable and
indefeasible right to alter, reform, and abolish their government in such
manner as they may think proper.
PENN. CONST. art I, §2; PENN. CONST. art. I, §7 ("[E]very citizen may freely speak, write and
print on any subject, being responsible for the abuse of that liberty."); PENN CONST. art. I,
§20 ("The citizens have a right in a peaceable manner to assemble together for their
common good, and to apply to those invested with the power of government for redress
grievances of other proper purposes, by petition, address or remonstrance.")
225. Western Pa. Socialist Workers, 515 A.2d at 1333-34.

226. Id. at 1334.

227. Western Pa. Socialist Workers, 515 A.2d at 1334.
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protecting pre-existing individual rights and thus does not create new
rights.2' The court goes on to hold that when these pre-existing rights
conflict with one another between individuals, its resolution is done
privately. 2' "The drafters of the constitution assumed the existence of a
body of civil law ... which governs violations of rights and breaches of
Thus, if these laws are assumed, then the
duties between individuals."'
individual from the state and therefore
the
protects
only
Constitution
1
court held there was no state action,
the
Here,
requires state action."
even though it admitted to the commercial and social functions a large mall
serves to a community.3 2 However, those social functions are ancillary
to the commercial function of the mall and therefore do not rise to the level
of state action as would a company town.
Because of the lack of state action, the court was not compelled to
balance the conflicting individual rights of property and political speech.'
Therefore, it upheld the right of the mall owner to deny access to the mall
for political speech. 23" The twist the court added to the analysis is the
examination of a constitution not through a Justice Marshall statutory
interpretation, but through a natural law interpretation. This method leaves
open the possibility of interpreting a state constitution more broadly to
encompass placing an individual's free speech in front of another's property
attempt at a natural law interpretation was made in Jacobs
rights. A 2similar
6
v. Major. 3
Here, the defendant, an anti-nuclear war dance group,3'2 attempted to
perform their dance with permission from the malls and store owners of East
and West Towne Shopping Centers. 238 After being denied permission, the
group proceeded to leaflet the malls, so as to solicit interest from the public

228. Id. at 1335.
229. Id.
230. Id. at 1335-36.

231. Id. at 1336.
232. Id.

233. Id. at 1336-38. See also supra Part I.
234. Western Pa. Socialist Workers, 515 A.2d at 1334 n.2.
235. Id. at 1339.

236. 407 N.W.2d 832 (Wis. 1987).

237. The dance group was called Nu Parable and they dressed in red shirts bearing a
black and yellow fallout shelter symbol. They used only dance and costume to convey their
message about nuclear war. "The dance involved ten to twelve dancers, lasted about five
minutes and concluded with a 'die-in' in which bystanders were invited to join the dancers
in lying motionless on the floor for several minutes. The troupe followed its performances
with leafletting." Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832, 834 (Wis. 1987).
238. Id. at 834.
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in order to be given permission to perform. 23 9 The malls' owner sought
and was granted a temporary injunction against the dance group, however,
the performance went on. 2 0 In the contempt proceeding, the defendants
argued that there are rights "coming from God or nature which existed,
therefore prior to the very idea of the Wisconsin Declaration of Rights or a
Wisconsin state government," that protected an individual's speech rights
from infringement by another's property rights.24 The defendants concluded that since there is an inherent speech right, state action is not
required to protect such rights under the constitution, and therefore they
should be allowed access to the mall for speech purposes. '2 The Wisconsin Supreme Court however, drew out the argument past the limits it was
willing to accept, by arguing that if the speech right was upheld on such
logic, then the right could be exercised on any property, including private
property.' 3
Being unwilling to accept the defendant's natural law argument for
protection of speech rights from impingements between two individuals, the
court examined the requirement of state action in triggering constitutional
protection of those rights.?4 Here, the interpretation of this requirement
was done by examining the plain meaning of the words in the context used,
through historical analysis, and by the earliest interpretation of the
constitutional section by the legislature, as manifested in the first law passed
following the adoption of the constitution.2 4' The analysis and result of
the court's examination is identical to that of Shad Alliance,2 6 and the
other foregoing cases upholding the shopping center owners' right to deny
access.2'7 Consequently, the Wisconsin Constitution on its face and by its
history, requires state action to trigger the protections of free speech. Here,
there was no state action because, like the rationale in Western Pennsylvania
Socialist Workers,s a mall is not the functional equivalent of a municipal-

239. Id.
240. Id. at 835.
241. Id. at 846.

242. Id. at 846.
243. Id This would undercut the most essential stick of the property rights bundle, the

right to exclude. See Nollan v. California Coastal Comm'n, 483 U.S. 825 (1987); see also
WARREN FREEDMAN, FREEDOM OF SPEECH ON PRIVATE PROPERTY 67-70 (1988).
244. Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832, 836 (Wis. 1987).

245. Id
246. Shad Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall, 488 N.E.2d 1211 (N.Y. 1985); see also supra

notes 205-17 and accompanying text.
247. Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832, 837-841 (Wis. 1987).
248. Western Pa. Socialist Workers v. Connecticut Gen. Life Ins., 515 A.2d 1331,
1333-34 (Pa. 1986).
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ity, but a place of profit with a public nature as byproduct or ancillary

function of obtaining that profit.2' 9 Because there was no state action,
balancing the competing interests of speech rights and property rights was
unnecessary, and therefore the mall owner's ability to deny access for
political speech was upheld. m

Since the Jacobs decision, most of the cases upholding the shopping

center owners' right to deny access, have been summarily dealt with by the

state courts recognizing that their respective constitutions may be more

expansive than their federal counterpart, however, as to the issue of granting
greater free speech rights they are not.25 These cases add no new twists

to the analysis and the language of their respective constitutional provisions1 2 and are similar enough to those states deciding in favor of the
shopping centers, that the courts interpreted their constitutions as requiring

53
the same triggers for constitutional protection, i.e. state action." Again,
because there was no state action, the courts upheld the shopping center

owners' right to deny access for political speech.'

249. Jacobs,407 N.W.2d at 845. The court fashions the mall to an old-time department
store containing everything from candy to dishwashers to lingerie. The reason for this
construction derives from consumers' expectations safety and having all their shopping needs
in one convenient place. Consequently, the shopping mall is meeting the demands of
consumers and in turn making a profit for the effort. Id.
250. Id. at 848.
251. See Fiesta Mall Venture v. Mecham Recall Comm., 767 P.2d 719,723 (Ariz. 1988)
(holding defendants could not petition for the recall of public official in the mall); Citizens
for Ethical Gov't, Inc. v. Gwinnett Place Assocs., 392 S.E.2d 8, 9 (Ga. 1990) (holding
defendants could not petition for the recall of public official in the mall); Eastwood Mall,
Inc. v. Slanco, 626 N.E.2d 59 (Ohio 1994); Charleston Joint Venture v. McPherson, 417
S.E.2d 544, 548 n.7 (S.C. 1992) (holding that the McPhersons could not advertise against a
community child molester in mall parking lot).
252. See ARIz. CONST. art. I, §§ 5, 6. ("The right of petition, and of the people
peaceably to assemble for the common good, shall never be abridged .... Every person may
freely speak, write, and publish on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that
right."); GA. CONST. art 1, §2 ("The General Assembly shall make no law... abridging the
freedom of speech or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and to
petition the government ... for a redress of grievances."); OHIO CONST. art. I, § 1 ("Every
citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible
for the abuse of the right."); S.C. CONST. art. 1, § 1, para. IX ("The people have the right to
assemble peaceably for their common good and to apply by petition or remonstrance to those
vested with the powers of government for redress of grievances.").
253. See Fiesta Mall Venture v. Mecham Recall Comm., 767 P.2d 719, 723 (Ariz.
1988); Citizens for Ethical Gov't v. Gwinnett Place Assocs., 392 S.E.2d 8, 9 (Ga. 1990);
Eastwood Mall, Inc. v. Slanco, 626 N.E.2d 59 (Ohio 1994); Charleston Joint Venture v.
McPherson, 417 S.E.2d 544,548 n. 7 (S.C. 1992).
254. See supra notes 183-250 and accompanying text.
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However, there is an interesting case following the Jacobsdecision which
modified the holding of Alderwood Associates v. Washington Envtl. Council, 55 that held in favor of speech activists' access to a shopping center:
Southcenter Joint Venture v. National Democratic Policy Comm'n.256 The
fact pattern is similar to all of these cases in that the defendant, the National
Democratic Policy Committee (NDPC) sought to distribute literature, sign up
members and solicit contributions, against the express permission and policy
of the shopping center. 57 Here, the Washington Supreme Court held that
the free speech provision of the Washington Constitution 258 does not afford
protection for an individual against the actions of other private individuals.' 9 The court argued that state action is required to trigger those protections, even though that requirement is not explicitly stated in the constitution.'
It refused to "declare that [its] constitution grants an entirely new
kind of free speech right--one that can be used not only as a shield by private
individuals against actions of the state but also as a sword against other private
individuals.' 261 For, if the defendants are allowed access to exercise their
speech rights on private property, against the wishes of the property owner,
then the property owner loses the right to exclude others and thus changes the
fundamental fabric of both constitutional and economic doctrine.' 6 Therefore, based on the fundamental notion that a constitution limits the powers of
state government against private individuals and based the history of the
Washington Con-stitution, the court found state action implicit for free speech
protections.' 63 Consequently, the mall owner's right to deny access to the
NPDC was upheld by the court, because there was an absence of state

255. 635 P.2d 108 (Wash. 1981).
256. 780 P.2d 1282 (Wash 1989).
257. Southcenter, 780 P.2d at 1283-84. The NDPC is not associated with the
Democratic Party but is a political organization apparently devoted to advancing the political
views of Lyndon LaRouche. Id. at 1283.
258. WASH. CONST., art. 1, §5; see also supra note 112.
259. Southcenter, 780 P.2d at 1285.
260. Id. at 1286, 1288.
261. Id. at 1286. See also Alderwood Assocs. v. Washington Envt. Council, 635 P.2d
108 (Doiliver, J., concurring).
262. See id. at 1286-87.
263. See Southcenter, 780 P.2d at 1287-88; See also United States v. Guest, 383 U.S.
745, 771 (1966) (Harlan, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part) ("[The Bill of Rights,
designed to protect personal liberties, was directed at rights against governmental authority,

not other individuals."); 1 THoMAs M. COOLEY, CoNsTrrUmoNAL LIMTATIONS 81 (8th ed.
1927); Justice Robert F. Utter, The Right to Speak, Write, and Publish Freely: State
Constitutional ProtectionAgainst Private Abridgement, 8 U. PuGET SOUND L. REv. 157,

172-77 (1984-85).
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action.' Here again, the court argued that a shopping center is not the
functional equivalent of a municipality, because the center deals with only one
aspect 5of a patron's life, shopping, and is thus similar to a department
store.2
This decision is still consistent with Alderwood, even though the court
held for the shopping center. There are two reasons for this somewhat
contradictory conclusion. First, the opinions in Alderwood regarding the
Although the plurality agreed
free speech provision were very divided.'
with the result that access should be allowed, only four members of the
court agreed as to free speech being the underlying reason for that
access. 7 The fifth member, Justice Dolliver, along with the four member
dissent, argued against the contention that the free speech provision not only
protected individuals from the state but also from the actions of other private
Therefore, a majority of the court agreed that state action
individuals.'
is required to trigger the protection of the free speech provision of the
Washington Constitution.26 The second reason why Alderwood was not
overruled was that the initiative provision still protected individuals,
regardless of state action, and here there was no issue implicating that
provision since the NDPC was only soliciting and leafletting.270 Therefore, in the state of Washington, a shopping center owner can only deny
access to political speech, but still has to allow access for the initiative
process."7 1
III. EXTRAPOLATION FROM THE STATE COURT CASES

From the five states that allow access, to the ten states that do not, and
the one state with limited access, there can be extrapolated a series of
threshold questions that can be used to predict what other states will decide
when the issue presents itself there.
The first of these questions is whether the individual state constitution
is going to grant broader protection for freedom of speech rights, and the
The answer is
initiative process rights, than its federal counterpart.27

typically that the state constitution is not broader than its federal counterpart.
264. Southcenter, 780 P.2d at 1289.

265. Id. at 1292; See, e.g., Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832, 845 (Wis. 1987).
266. Southcenter, 780 P.2d at 1289.

267. Id.

268. Id at 1290.

269. Id.
270. Id.
271. Id.

272. See supra note 67 and accompanying text.
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The majority of states have held that state action is required to trigger the
protection of their respective constitutions.273 This generally means the
action is either done by a state actor, or by a private actor with whom the
state is sufficiently involved, or the private actor has assumed a traditional
state function.274 In most of the cases, state action was argued based on
the private actor assuming a traditional state function. The argument
parallels that of Marsh v. Alabama,275 in that large shopping centers serve
the same function as a downtown municipality, that of providing goods and
services to the consumers and being a gathering place for people.276 This
277
is referred to as a functional equivalent or public forum doctrine.
However, most of the cases hold that a shopping center is not the functional
equivalent to a downtown area, because the shopping centers do not provide
the same services as a municipality like a post office, water and sewer
systems, schools, etc.278 In other words, the shopping center does not
provide the same spectrum of services that a municipality does, it only
provides one aspect of a downtown business district, that of making
279
profits.
Although most of the states that require state action to trigger
constitutional protection found no such action, there were two state courts
that did, New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B.
Realty Corp28..and Bock v. Westminster Mall Company."' In J.M.B.
Realty, the court agreed that shopping centers have become so large that
they have taken the place of downtown districts, and therefore serve the
same function as downtowns. 2 2 In Bock, it was argued that the state was
sufficiently involved with the shopping center, by giving the center tax
abatements, providing security with off duty policemen and the like, that

273. See supra Part II.B; see also Bock v. Westminster Mall Co., 819 P.2d 55 (Colo.
1991); New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty Corp, 650
A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994).
274. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967); Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority,
365 U.S. 715 (1961); Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946).
275. 326 U.S. 501 (1946).
276. See supra Parts II.A-B.
277. See Berger, supra note 176, at 655; see also Alan E. Brownstein & Stephen M.
Hankins, PruningPruneyard: Limiting Free Speech UnderState Constitutionson the Property
of PrivateMedical Clinics ProvidingAbortion Services, 24 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1073, 10981107.
278. See supra Part ll.B.
279. Id.
280. 650 A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994).
281. 819 P.2d 55 (Colo. 1991).
282. See supra note 167 and accompanying text.
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state action was present and the constitutional protections of free speech
triggered. 3 With this extra protection of speech, the court held that
access to the mall be allowed for speech activity.2
The remaining courts did not require state action to allow access to
shopping centers for speech or initiative purposes.2" 5 These courts balanced
In fact, most
the competing individual interests of property and speech.'
of the courts balanced these interests, regardless of whether state action was
required. 7 Balancing was performed by examining the use and nature of
the property and the nature of the speech activity. The use and nature of the
properties were fairly consistent throughout all the cases, in that the shopping
centers were large regional centers, in which people are invited in to purchase
goods and services, so that the shops can make a profit.288 This invitation
causes some concern because it does not seem fair that the shopping center can
attract people by providing an atmosphere of community, without taking some
of the responsibility for that community. In addition, the invitation to this
communal atmosphere could create an expectation in the patrons that they
have similar rights as in any community, including the right to free speech.
Based on this invitation, some courts have mandated that shopping centers
allow access for political speech activity.28 9 However, most courts agree that
the invitation is limited to only shopping and browsing, and does not include
political speech activity.29
The important nature of the speech activity depends on several factors.
These factors deal with alternative forms of communication, political process
concerns, and the interference with the normal business activity of the
center.291 For alternative forms of communication, the courts' determination turns on their acceptance of the idea that a shopping center is the
equivalent of a downtown district.2" The more a center is equivalent to
a downtown district, the more likely the court will find that there are

283. See supra text accompanying note 147.
284. Id.
285. See supra Part ll.A.

286. Id.
287. See supra Parts ll.A-B; see also Brownstein & Hankins, supra note 277, at

1107-10. Some states sometimes use a definitional balancing analysis when property rights
and speech rights intersect in abortion settings. Id

288.
289.
290.
291.
292.

See supra Parts H.A-B.
See supra Parts HI.A.
See supra Parts ll.B.
See supra Parts I.A-B.
See William Burnett Harvey, Private Restraint of Expressive Freedom: A

Post-Pruneyard Assessment, 69 B.U. L. REv. 929 (1989).
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insufficient alternatives of communication.293 The underlying reason is
that the regional shopping centers have the ability to attract large numbers
of people to whom a group can communicate ideas, and in the process take
away from more traditional gathering places. 294 A court may conclude
that because of the large number of people in one place, small political
groups may not have other means of communication without having access
to shopping centers and therefore, access should be permitted. 295 In
addition, "the more private property is devoted to public use, the more it
must accommodate the rights which inhere in individual members of the
general public who use that property. ' '29 Conversely, if a court is unwilling to accept the notion that shopping centers are equivalent to downtown
districts, then it will likely find adequate alternatives for communicating a
particular political group's message. 29 However, the problem with this
is that many grassroots movements who wish to change government would
be stopped before they could gain enough support to effect that change. 29
For, without access to communicate their ideas, small political groups with
limited resources would be unable to communicate with a large number of
people given the expense of multi-media or even single medium advertise2
ments, direct mailings and the difficulty of door-to-door solicitation. 9
This concern for adequate alternatives of communication for small
political groups leads naturally into two political process concerns. ° First,
as mentioned above, without access to shopping centers, these small groups
would be unable to communicate their ideas and thus stall their movement
for governmental change.3"' If these grassroots movements are stalled,
293. See New Jersey CoalitionAgainst War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty Corp.,
650 A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994).
294. Id.; Smith Haven Mall has a market population of 2,600,000 people with which
political groups could communicate if the Mall granted those groups access to these people.
3 NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, DIRECTORY OF SHOPPING CENTERs IN THE UNITED STATES

4-351 (1991).
295. See Batchelder v. Allied Stores Int'l Inc., 445 N.E.2d 590 (Mass. 1983).
296. State v. Schmid, 423 A.2d 615, 629 (N.J. 1980).
297. See Woodland v. Michigan Citizens Lobby, 378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985); see
also supra Part H.B.
298. See Batchelder, 445 N.E.2d 590, 595, (Mass. 1983); see also supra notes 130, 256
and accompanying text.
299. See supra Part I.A.
300. See Batchelder, 445 N.E.2d 590 (Mass. 1983); Alderwood, 635 P.2d 108 (Wash.
1981). But see Woodland, 378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985).
301. See LAURA TALLIAN, DIRECT DEMOCRACY: AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM AND RECALL PROCESS 79-82 (1977); see also MARKKU SUKSI,
BRINGING IN THE PEOPLE; A COMPARISON OF CONSTUTIONAL FORMS AND PRACTICES OF
THE REFERENDUM 75-88 (1993).
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then interest in them wanes and in turn they are disillusioned and disenfranchised from the political process in their efforts to effect change,3° thus
devaluing the concepts of the democracy and political participation."
A second concern, which is related to the first, is where individual
states have a constitutional initiative and referendum provision. 3' The
concern arises from the signature requirements necessary for the initiative
or referendum process to work. Most states require a certain number of
signatures before they will put the change on a ballot to be voted on by the
general public.'
Again, without access to the large number of people in
shopping centers, the level of difficulty in obtaining the requisite signatures
increases tremendously. This difficulty can also deter others wishing to
change how the government operates or others wishing to pass a particular
law.3' At least two courts have recognized this difficulty and have
addressed it by granting access to shopping centers for the solicitation of
signatures for initiatives and referendums.'
But again, these decisions
are premised on the courts accepting the argument that shopping centers are
equivalent to downtown districts and thus are the focal point of a community's activities and gatherings. Therefore, the more equivalent, the more
likely access will be granted in order to support the initiative and referendum processes.
The final aspect of the nature of the speech activity, when balancing it
against the property interest, concerns whether the speech or political
activity interferes with the normal business activity of the center. 3°m This
concern was made evident in Jacobs v. Majors,3 when a group wanted
to perform a nuclear death dance and have the audience "die-in" with
them. 310 This would obviously interfere with the normal business activity
of the shopping center, because patrons would have a difficult time walking
around the "dead bodies" lying on the floor, and thus impinging their ability

302. See M.B.E. Smith, The Value of Participation, in PARTICIPATION IN PoLmTCs 127,
128-30 (J. Roland Pennock & John W. Chapman eds. 1975).

303. Id.

304. See supra Parts II.A-B.
305. Id. Every state has an initiative, referendum, or recall provision in their

constitution. Generally, the required number is a percentage of electorate or a fixed number
such as 10,000. Id.
306. Id.
307. This access is not unlimited but controlled by reasonable time, place and manner
restriction. See Alderwood, 635 P.2d at 116; Batchelder, 445 N.E.2d at 595.
308. See supna note 172 and accompanying text.
309. 407 N.W.2d 832 (Wis. 1987).
310. See supra note 237.
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to shop comfortably."' Examples of interference similar to this decrease
the likelihood that access will be granted by the court. The reason is that
when balancing the competing individual interests, a speech activity that
greatly interferes with the property interest destroys some of the usefulness
of the property to the shopping center owner. The destroyed usefulness is
the owner's diminished ability to generate sales and profits, due to
consumers being distracted from shopping by the speech activity."'
Therefore, if the speech activity exceedingly interferes with the owner's use,
when access is granted, it would seem to go too far and thus could be a
3 13
taking.
In addition, not only does the unwanted speech activity interfere with
the owner's use, but also the most important stick in the bundle of property
rights, the right to exclude others, is taken away.31 4 Though the public is
invited into the shopping center, that invitation is limited to shopping and
browsing, and not to unlimited speech activity. 1 5 Thus, if access is
granted for speech activity, the public is granted a speech easement over the
316
owner's property, without the owner being paid just compensation.
Consequently, when the speech activity greatly interferes with the normal
business of the shopping center, the courts will be less likely to grant access
to the center for the exercise of that speech.3 17
Given the presentation of this issue of competing individual interests,
the court, after deciding if state action is required, must balance the use and
nature of the property against the importance of the speech activity.31 8
However, even when employing the foregoing mode of analysis, some
courts may argue that the decision of balancing the competing interests
should be left to the legislature. Therefore, one must argue that this is truly
a constitutional question that reaches the foundation of our society, and that
it is the responsibility of the courts to answer such questions.

311. Id.
312. See Frederick W. Schoepflin, Comment, Speech Activists in Shopping Centers:
Must PropertyRights Give Way to Free Expression?,64 WASH. L. REV. 133, 145-48 (1989).
313. See Brownstein & Hankins, supra note 277, at 1152-66; see also Pennsylvania
Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 415 (1922); Pennsylvania Cent. Transp. Co. v. City of
New York, 438 U.S. 104 (1978). See generally RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, TAKINGS: PRIVATE
PROPERTY AND THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

(1985).

314. See Schoepflin, supra note 312, at 145.
315. Id.
316. Id; see U.S. CONST. amend. V. See generally EPSTEIN, supra note 313.
317. See supra note 307.
318. See supra Part Ill.
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IV. WHAT OTHER STATES WILL LIKELY SAY

Based on the preceding mode of analysis, one can attempt to predict what
the remaining states, who have not decided this issue, will hold. The reasons
for this prediction are not only that the issue implicates two cornerstones of
American society, but also malls themselves are in every state and their
numbers are growing. 319 Therefore, it is important to examine whether these
remaining states will continue the trend of denying access to malls started by
Cologne v. Wesfarms,32 ° or will begin a new trend following J.M.B. Realty.32 The starting point is to ask whether the state constitution grants
broader protection than the Federal Constitution.32 2 Obviously, all of the

states have at least the same free speech protection that is guaranteed by the
Federal Constitution.323 There are a few state courts which have stated that
they will, under the right circumstances, expand their individual constitutional
protections beyond that of their federal counterpart. 3 u

However, the

319. International Council of Shopping Centers, PublicAccess: The Rights of Shopping
Centers to Restrict the Use of Mallsfor Politicaland Other NoncommercialSpeech Activities
(1987) [hereinafter International Council]. Some of the large malls or super-regional malls,
which have over 750,000 square feet, are the most obvious targets of future litigation because
of the number of people who enter these malls every day. For example, the following malls
have over 750,000 square feet of gross leasable area: Riverchase Galleria, 1.56 million sq.
ft. (Ala.); Otter Creek Mall, 1.22 million sq. ft (Ark.); Christiana Mall, 850,000 sq. ft. (Del.);
Sawgrass Mills, 3.5 million sq. ft. (Fla.); Ala Moana Center, 1.5 million sq. ft. (Haw.); Boise

Towne Square, 905,277 sq. ft. (Idaho); Woodfield, 4 million sq. ft. (ill.); Castleton Square,
1.5 million sq. ft (Ind.); Merle Hay Mall, 1.2 million sq. ft. (Iowa); Oxmoor Center, 911,000
sq. ft. (Ky.); Acadiana Mall, 1.2 million sq. ft. (La.); Maine Mall, 1.2 million sq. ft. (Me.);
Landover Mall, 1.3 million sq. ft. (Md.); Mall of America, 4.2 million sq. ft. (Minn.);
Metrocenter, 1.28 million sq. ft. (Miss.); St. Louis Galleria, 2 million sq. ft. (Mo.); Westroads
983,386 sq. ft. (Neb.); The Ranch Mall, 1.2 million sq. ft. (Nev.); Coronado Center, 1.12
million sq. ft. (N.M.); Crossroads Mall, 1.3 million sq. ft. (Okla.); Warwick Mall, 1 million
sq. ft. (R.I.); The Empire, 1.12 million sq. ft. (S.D.); Hamilton Place, 1.4 million sq. ft.
(Tenn.); Northpart Center, 1.6 million sq. ft. (Tex.); The Family Center at Midvalley, 1
million sq. ft. (Utah); Springfield Mall Regional Shopping Center, 1.5 million sq. ft. (Va.);
Huntington Mall, 1.3 million sq. ft. (W. Va.). NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAu, DIRECTORY
OF SHOPPING CENTERS IN THE UNITED STATES (1991).

320. 469 A.2d 1201 (Conn. 1984).
321. 650 A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994).
322. See supra Part III.

323. See Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104 (1972).
324. See Johnson v. Tait, 774 P.2d 185, 190 (Alaska 1989) (holding small proprietor
of tavern can deny access to patron who shows biker colors); City of Jamestown v. Beneda,
477 N.W.2d 830, 834 n.2 (N.D. 1991) (holding city must provide access to shopping center
when the city holds title to mall); Right to Life Advocates, Inc. v. Aaron Women's Clinic,
737 S.W. 564, 567 (Tex. 1987) (holding that state can decide upon the conflict between
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majority of state courts are unwilling to expand their constitutions to
encompass access for free speech on private property.3"
If a state chooses not to expand its constitution, then state action is
typically required. 326 Of the remaining states which have yet to decide
between the two conflicting interests, sixteen states definitely require state
action to trigger constitutional protections. 327 This leaves a total of
twenty-nine of the fifty states which require state action and three that do
not.31 The remaining eighteen states will probably follow the trend and
require state action in order to protect free speech on a constitutional
level. 3" The reason for the continuation of this trend is that traditionally,
the United States Constitution and the individual states constitutions have
been interpreted to protect citizens' rights from encroachment by the governo
ment.
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Following a state action interpretation will result in most states denying
access for expressive speech, unless it can be shown that the shopping center
private property and free speech rights based on the Texas Constitution).
325. See, e.g., Culhane v. State, 668 S.W.2d 24, 26 (Ark. 1984); Estes v. Kapiolani
Women's and Children's Med. Ctr., 787 P.2d 216, 220-21 (Haw. 1990); People v. DiGuida,
604 N.E.2d 336, 342 (Ill. 1992); Price v. State 622 N.E.2d 954, 958-60 (Ind. 1993); State v.
Lacey, 465 N.W.2d 537, 540 (Iowa 1991); Smith v. Condux Int'l Inc., 466 N.W.2d 22, 26
(Minn. Ct. App. 1991); State ex rel Culinary Workers Union, Local No. 226 v. Eighth
Judicial Dist. Ct., 207 P.2d 990, 993 (Nev. 1949); In re Jorel Booker, 653 A.2d 1084, 1086
(N.H. 1995); Oklahomans for Life, Inc. v. State Fair of Okla., Inc., 634 P.2d 704, 709 (Okla.
1981); Town of Barrington v. Blake, 568 A.2d 1015, 1018 (R.I. 1990); Weaver v. AIDS
Services of Austin, Inc., 835 S.W.2d 798, 800, 802 (Tex. App. 1992).
326. See supra Part II.B.
327. See Culhane v. State, 668 S.W.2d 24, 26 (Ark. 1984); State v. Elliott, 548 A.2d
28, 32-33 (Del. 1988); Quail Creek Property Owners Ass'n v. Hunter, 538 So.2d 1288, 1289
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1989); Estes v. Kapiolani Women's and Children's Medical Center, 787
P.2d 216, 220 (Haw. 1990); People v. DiGuida, 604 N.E.2d 336, 342 (Ill. 1992); Price v.
State, 622 N.E.2d 954, 958-960 (Ind. 1993); State v. Lacey, 465 N.W.2d 537, 540 (Iowa
1991); Linn Valley Lakes Property Owners Ass'n v. Brockway, 824 P.2d 948, 951 (Kan.
1992); Miller v. Fairchild Indus., Inc., 629 A.2d 1293,1299 (Md. 1993); Smith v. Condux
Int'l Inc., 466 N.W.2d 22, 26 (Minn. App. 1991); State ex rel Culinary Workers Union, Local
No. 226, v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Ct., 207 P.2d 990, 993 (Nev. 1949); City of Jamestown v.
Beneda, 477 N.W.2d 830, 834 (N.D. 1991); In re Jorel Booker, 653 A.2d 1084, 1086 (N.H.
1995); Oklahomans for Life, Inc. v. State Fair of Okla., Inc., 634 P.2d 704, 709 (Okla. 1981);
Town of Barrington v. Blake, 568 A.2d 1015, 1018 (R.I. 1990); Weaver v. AIDS Services
of Austin, Inc., 835 S.W.2d 798, 800, 802 (Tex. App. 1992).
328. See supra Parts II.A-B.
329. See Brownstein & Hankins, supra note 277 at 1152-66.
330. See Thomas M. Cooley, The General Principles of Constitutional Law In The
United States Of America 200 (1880); John E. Nowak & Ronald D. Rotunda, Constitutional
Law 470, 480 (5th ed. 1995); TRIBE, supra note 17, at 1688, 1709; supra Part II.B. See also
People v. DiGuida, 604 N.E.2d 336, 342-45 (Ill. 1992).
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is the functional equivalent of a downtown district and thus, efforts to curb
speech under the circumstances amount to state action.33 Therefore, the
super-regional and regional shopping centers throughout the nation should
be the most concerned with this interpretation because they are the ones
most like downtown districts, due not only to their size, but also the number
and types of shops they contain and some of the activities and groups that
are already allowed access.3 32 These super-regional malls like the Mall of
America in Minnesota, Woodfield in Illinois, Sawgrass Mills in Florida, and
the St. Louis Galleria in Missouri, are prime targets for challenges to their
equivalency to downtown districts, and thus must be prepared for this
eventuality by either allowing access or by doing everything they can to be
dissimilar to a downtown district.
Whether state action is required or not, most of the courts that have
decided the issue still balance the private property interest against the
expressive speech interest.333 However, many states have not balanced
these interests in a shopping center context because one can look to other
contexts in which private property and free speech have, or might, conflict
to determine how states might balance these interests. For instance, migrant
labor camps, abortion clinics, office complexes, private universities,
residential complexes, or nursing homes provide excellent comparative
situations analogous to shopping centers." 34
First, the migrant labor camps are probably the most analogous to
company towns, because typically the grower provides everything from
water and sewage services, to shopping and banking like a municipality
would.335 Most courts that have balanced the competing interests have
held in favor of the migrant workers' access to free speech due to the

331. See supra Parts I & II. See also City of Jamestown v. Beneda, 477 N.W.2d 830,
834 (N.D. 1991) (title of mall held by city).
332. See supra note 297. Out of a 1,500-mall survey, 91 percent of the 560 completed
questionnaires allowed access to civic, charitable and community groups. International
Council, supra note 320, at 14. This could lead to other groups with less desirable views
requesting access to those malls and causing problems and thus being denied access, which
in turn results in an unwanted litigation for the shopping center. See, e.g., Cologne v.
Wesafarms Assocs., 469 A.2d 1201, 1205 (Conn. 1984) (KKK members and anti-klan
members wanted to demonstrate on the same day).
333. See supra Part 11.
334. See supra note 190; See also John A. Ragosta, Free Speech Access to Shopping
Malls Under State Constitutions:Analysis and Rejection, 37 SYRACUSE L. REv. 1, 36-40
(1986).
335. See Ragosta, supra note 334 at 36.
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workers lacking options in which to exercise speech rights. 3" Therefore,
in balancing the conflicting interests, free speech comes out ahead.
A second area in which states have confronted private property and free
speech collisions is private abortion clinics. In these cases, protestors are
allowed to protest against abortion; however, they cannot do so on the
clinics' property nor can they harass the patients entering the facilities.337
The reason protestors do not prevail in accessing private property is not only
because the states are protecting the property owners' right to exclude, but
also because of the patients' right of privacy.338 In addition, the protestors
have access to the public sidewalks on which to protest their opposition
against abortion.339 Therefore, in balancing the interests, private property
comes out ahead.
Another area in which the remaining states have balanced private
property rights and free speech is office complexes or buildings.'
Office
complexes are very similar to shopping centers, because not only do they
often contain a wide variety of businesses, but the lobbies are akin to the
central squares of malls, in which people frequently pass through or sit and
talk.4 Here again, however, many of the states deciding this issue have
held in favor of the property owner, denying access to speech activity based
upon the ground that property is not generally open to the public and that
exercising speech rights near the property and not on it provides an adequate
alternative for that speech activity. 42 Thus, the private property interest

336. See, e.g., Asociacion de Trabajadores Agricolas de Puerto Rico v. Green Giant Co.,

518 F.2d 130, 135-140 (3rd Cir. 1975) (originating in Delaware); Petersen v. Talisman Sugar
Corp., 478 F.2d 73, 80-83 (5th Cir. 1973) (originating in Florida);*Franceschina v. Morgan,
346 F.Supp 833, 837-839 (S.D. Ind. 1972); State v. Shack, 277 A.2d 369 (N.J. 1971).

337. See State v. Elliott, 548 A.2d 28, 30-31 (Del. 1988); Estes v. Kapiolani Women's
and Children's Med. Ctr., 787 P.2d 216, 220, 221 (Haw. 1990); Town of Barringtown v.
Blake, 568 A.2d 1015, 1018 (R.I. 1990); Charlotte Ave. Med. Clinic, Inc. v. Freeman, No.
88-270-11, 1989 WL 9521 (Tenn. Ct. App. Feb. 10, 1989). See also Lisa A. Laun & Mark
D. Lofstrom, Note, Estes v. Kapiolani Women's and Children'sMedical Center: StateAction
and the Balance between Free Speech and Private PropertyRights in Hawaii, 13 U. HAW.

L. REV. 233 (1991).

338. See supra note 337; see also Brownstein & Hankins, supra note 277 at 1173-91.
339. See supra note 337.
340. See supra note 335.
341. Id
342. These decisions are usually in the setting of a trespass proceeding because the
property owners have had the speech activist arrested. See Oklahomans for Life, Inc. v. State
Fair of Okla., Inc., 634 P.2d 704 (Okla. 1981); Zarsky v. State, 827 S.W.2d 408 (Tex. App.
1992); Rains v. Mercantile Nat'l Bank at Dallas, 599 S.W.2d 121 (Tex. Civ. App. 1980);
Cynthia L. Estlund, Labor, Property,andSovereignty after Lechmere, 46 STAN. L. REv. 305
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takes precedent over the speech interest in the remaining states that have
balanced these interests in an office complex context.
Private university campuses offer an interesting analogy to the shopping
center issue, because the campuses allow limited access to outside information and they typically provide a full array of municipal services. 3 This
results not only in a greater grant of an invitation to the public, but also the
campuses are more comparable to a municipality. Therefore, following the
above analysis, the campus cases would tend to fall on the side of
permitting access to speech activity. Unfortunately, the courts which have
balanced the interests in this context are ones that have already decided the
shopping center issue. 3" Even though these cases hold in favor of
allowing access for speech activity, they do not, however, provide great
assistance in resolving the shopping center issue, because the two states hold
on different sides of the issue.' 5 This provides an area to which the
remaining states can look to in the future to determine how they will wrestle
with balancing the interests of shopping centers and speech activities.
Because of the likelihood that most of the remaining states will require
state action to trigger constitutional protection of free speech, and that,
generally, property rights have been favored over speech rights in other
contexts, the continuation of shopping center owners denying access to
speech activities looks very probable.' Therefore, legislators, judges and
attorneys must be ever vigilant in assuring that there are adequate speech
alternatives, for if this trend continues, and shopping centers become more
pervasive as their numbers grow, our society's ability to communicate
political ideas will otherwise be forever hampered. 34
CONCLUSION

In the final analysis of how the courts decide between the competing
fundamental rights of property and free speech, the conclusion turns on how
(1994). Cf. Bolinske v. North Dakota State Fair Ass'n, 522 N.W.2d 426 (N.D. 1994); Right
to Life Advocates, Inc. v. Aaron Women's Clinic, 737 S.W.2d 564 (Tex. App. 1987).
343. See supra Part Ill.
344. See State v. Schmid, 423 A.2d 625 (N.J. 1980); Commonwealth v. Tate, 432 A.2d
1382 (Pa. 1981); see also John Newell, Use of Campus Facilitiesfor First Amendment
Activity, 9 J.C. & U.L. 27 (1982).
345. See Western Pa. Socialist Workers v. Connecticut General Life Ins. Co., 515 A.2d
1331 (Pa. 1986) (holding that the shopping center owner can deny access to speech activity).
But see New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty Corp., 650
A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994) (holding that the shopping center, under reasonable time, place and
manner restrictions, must permit access to speech activity).
346. See supra Part IV.
347. See generally Ragosta, supra note 334.
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analogous a shopping center is to a municipality and on the adequacy of
alternatives to exercise free speech. 4 Taken as such, the analysis seems
to pale in comparison to the fundamental nature of free speech and property
rights. 349 Therefore, as shopping centers grow in number and become
more pervasive and permeate our society, this analysis may fail to provide
sufficient speech access. Consequently, a new analysis might provide a
better method of resolving the conflicting interests of property rights and
speech rights. Otherwise, these rights that are the foundation of society and
that have touched the universe of rights and economic paradigms will
continue to be used as we move forward into the next millennium.
IAN J. MCPHERON

348. See supra Parts I-IV.
349. See supra notes 1-22 and accompanying text.

